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ABSTRACT

We have meuurd the relative yield of several low-lying excited states of neutral

$ydrogen ●toms produced by the pumge of 226-MeV and 581-MeV H- iono through

thin cubon foils and ● tilted formvar foil. The relative yields of H“”(n = 2,3,4) were

me-wed for 17 different carbon foils ranging in thickness from 662 A to 5386 A at 581

Mev. The relstive yield of H“-(n = 2) ww also measured for three csrbon foils at 226

MeV. These dsta exhibit ● aigni.llcant deviation from a simple yield cume indicating that

● more complex mechanism than has previously bmn thought ic mponrnble for producing

the excited stata . The relative yield.a of H“’(n = 2,3) were mcwnd for ● tilting forrnmr

foil at 226 MeV; unexplained clips sppear ●t incidence aagk of d * 12° and @a 15” in

the yield of n=2 and n=3 ddes, res~tirely.



L INTRODUCTION

Recent work in atomic beam-foil spectroscopy has been directed to the excitation

procestesl ‘a. An experiment for highly chnrged fast ions traversing a carbon foil by Y,

Yamazaki et al. showu an enhancement of high / states relative to a gas targetl. Evidently,

the basic mechanism for producing excited ●toms in thin foils is different from that in gasw,

where the low / states ue fsvored, The enhancement of the high / states is explained by

the stochastic motion of an electron in the projectile field leading to diffusion in angular

momentum states and ●nergya. This mechanism rm.k- the exhtence of highly excited

states of the pro~tile possible where according to previous tiew. these excited states, with

their large radii, could not exist because of scr-ning and rapid collbional destmction’.

A wriea of experiments, emphacis.ing the distribution of excited dates, contribute to ●

better undemtancling of the interaction producing excited stems in a foil’ J4J, A number

of ●xperimental and thmretical invdigatiom reach the conclusion th~t the d.htnbution

of ●xcited ~tatea produced in ● foil decreama u n ‘P, where n io the principal quantum

number and p*3 ‘”. The importance of the ●xit curface is demonstrated by s tilting foil

experiment where the circuk polarisstion of the radiation eraitted by the excited ●toms is

chown to increase in m~tude M ● function of the tih angle’. Another study establish=

the dependence of electron capture by protons traversing s foil to be s E;’ law where E, is

the proton enc~ “. Howwver, dmpite all the experimental ●nd theoretical investigations,

the nature of the beam-foil interution, especially with relativistic beams, is still not well

understood.

The experiment deocribed here is one the most recent in a series inve~tigating the

H- ion uting the relstivintic H- beam at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Fscility
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( LAMPF ) at the Los Alarms National Laboratory. All the previous experiments have

●xplored the behavior of the photodetachment crone section of the H- ion in tiou. elec-

tromagnetic fieldsil 112, This experiment explores the response of relativistic H- ions to a

“matter” tield ( i.e. a thin foil ), and differs in interesting ways from the low energy ex-

periment. The interaction time, during which the H- ion experiences a perturbing force,

is typically less than a femtcwecond. The bound electrons of the projectile orbit only ● few

times during the pumge through the foil so that the problem of traumftig energy to the

electrons might be quite complex. The initial wave function of the H- ion can ●volve into

H+, Ho”, and H - whose wave functions are re~nably well known, but the interaction

which among many other parameters depends on the H- veloaty, foil tbickneu~ and foil

compcmition is unknown. This inte~action, possibly a chaotic pmceu, leads to ● distri-

bution of ●xcited stdea depending on quantum numbers n, 1, and m. We measured the

yield of H“g by Doppler tuning a Nd:Y.4G her beam to excite tmnutions from n=2,3,4

to s Rydberg state which mm then field-ionisecl in an electron spectrometer. Our exper-

imental ●nergy remdution of 1 meV wu not md%ient to distinguish between the angular

momentum stat- of ● given n. Therefore, we mainly focused our ●ttention on meamming

the yield for ● given principal quantum number n u ● function of foil thickness. One of

the urns of this experimental study is to provide wfFicient information on the prod I ction

of the excited atst.as to motivste m theoretical study.
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II. THEORY

A simple theory has been developai to d~cribe the yield of H“-o leaving ● foil as ●

function of foil thickneesl’. When the H- beam penetrates a foil, there are thr~ dominant

procemes that can take place assuming ● series of interactions with individual target ●toms:

1. H- -) H”+ e-, with croes section U_lo,

11. d“-JY++ e-, with croes =tion Uol,

111. H- — H+ + 2e-, with crcm section e-n,

where u-1 o is the one-electron detachment cws section of H- ,and u. 1 io the total crom

wction for destruction of a particular state with principal quantum number n and all the

poesible 1 and m quantum numbers usociated with n. The proceu of ebctron capture

from the surface of ● W is gowmmcl by the E-’ lsw l’. The crcma section of electron

capture would therefore be too small ●t energiez of ● few hundmcl MeV to play any role

in forrn~tion of excited Stat-.

The differential equation expressing the yield of Hoc is

(1)

where pT ia the target numb density, NH- (z) and Nw(s) ue the numbers of H- and

He puticlea re~ s foil thick.nm z. Clearly,

N~-(s) = N.ezp[-(@-lo + 6-ll)PTZIJ (2)

where NO is the initial number of H- ionc. The substitutions



led to the foliowing differential equation:

dy
— = aezp(-cz) - by.
dz

(4)

Solving the differential equstion with the bounduy conditions that y(z) to be scro

at z =Oandz= m, we get

(5)Y(z) = &-[eq(-cz)- er~-k)].

This model will be wed to provide ● seven pwumter fitto the experimental data

taken with the carbon foils. The fitted due of parameter b will be used to determine &.l.

In addition, &.ll will be

fit ted V81ueof pammeter

negligible u compared with U.lo which will allow w to w the

c to e9timate ~-lo ~’.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The dam diccumed here are the results of two different experiments mpread over

thrw months. Although the experimental set-ups ~ere ● little different in detail, both are

schematically illustrated in figure 1,

The fist experiment wu done with a 581 MeV H- beam which wu defivered in

macropulsea of - 800 P duration with a microstructure of pulses 0.25 ns wide every 100

ns. The H- beam WU incident on one of the several foils of differing thicknesses in the foil

holder. A horizontal bending magnet, placed next to the foil holder, had three functions.

The first was to bend out the electron background, produced by beam collisiom with the

reeidual gm in the beam line; the second wao to field-ionise all the highly exated Ho

states (n~ 8), and the third m to sepuste the H“, H-, tid H+ beams. A Q-switched

Nd:YAG Iuer pulse wu timed to intemect ● micropulse in the H“ beam d s repetition

rate of 10 Hs. The Iuer and H- IMams were cylindrical beams of 5 mm and 2 mm in

diameter, respecti~ely. Ed 0.5 J laser pulw of 8 n- duration delivered photom of 1.165

●V lab energy. The photon energy, E, in the ●tom’s rad frame, is relmted to the laboratory

photon energy, EL, by

(6)

where fl and ~ are the usual relativistic parameters ●nd a is the interoect}on ●ngle defined

such that a=O when the laser beun is head-on to the He beam. As seen from ●quation

(6), we were ●ble to tune continuously the photon ●nergy in the rest frame of the Ho”

●tomo by changing the interception angle. This method enabled uo to ●xci+e transitions

from 0=2,3,4 =13 for 17 different carbon foils ranging in th.icknem i,~m 662 A to 5386
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A. These laser-excited Rydberg states were then field-ionised in the electron spectrometer

downstream of the scattering chamber and detected with a plastic scintillator-phototube

combination, The signal from the phototube in coincidence with the luer waa digitised.

A background gate of equml duration to the laser gate was opened 100 ns later in the beam

pulse to get an estimate of the bxkground produced by H- ions interacting with the

residual g~ in the beun line. This technique produced an excellent rngnd-t~background

ratio of typically * 1(M. However, some systematic problem., mch as timing drifts and

fluctuations in the particle beam intensity had to be constantly monitored. A second

horisoutal bending m~et, positioned downstream of the electron spectrometer, bent all

the charged beanu in the oppoeite direction of the first bending magnet to keep all the

beam within the beam pipe. All three beam then ~ through ● monitor made of ●

fast response plaetic ocintilhtor which wu optically dtached to ● photomultiplier tube.

The current of the photomultiplier tube, digitised in coincidence with the km pulse, wu

umi to normalise the data to the beam current. Finally, all the buuns stopped in ●

Faraday cup.

The second experiment w- done ●t 226 MeV where the LAMPF H- beam WM

delivered in macropulees of -350 pe with 1 ns wide mkropuk every 4 w The Nd:YAG

luer beam, passing through s harmonic generator cry~tal, produced the cecond hurmonic

with ● photon energy of 2.32 eV at 12 Hz with s laser ●nergy of 30 mJ per pulse. The

laser beam wu ●xpaacied bys factor of five to reduce its divergence, resulting in a beam of

2 cm diameter in the interaction region. Apart from these differences, every other upect

of the experiment remuned similar to the fir~t experiment. By Doppler tuning the l~er

photon energy we ●xcited transitions from n=2 und n=3 to n=15 for the carbon foib u
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. well us 24 pg/anz formmr (polyvinyl formai) foil whose normal with respect to the beam

direction could be altered from O = 0° to @= 39°. The lMer-excited Rydberg atoms were

detected in the same manner ea in the first ●xperiment.
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IV. DATA AND ANALYSIS

Two different methods were used for collecting data on the yield of a particular

excited state for ● given foil. In the first method for each of the carbon foils the net

electron spectrometer signal wu plotted agaimt the l-r intersection angie. The data,

which included many bins in laser energy, were then fit to ● gauosian function for each

foil, and the area under the fitted curve waa used u ● memure for yield ( see figure 2 ).

In the second method, for the n=3 yield meemmement with the tilting formvar foil, the

intersection angle corresponding to the peak of the He resonance was fkd. These data,

with only one bin in energy, were adjusted to make comparison with the other method.

The initial Ho current, I, at the lmser interution point WN calculated from the r&-

tionatip

where G is a g~metric futor depending on the spatial

(7)

and temporal overkp of the luer

and puticle beams, R ic the rate of photoabsorption ( i.e. the net electron a~trometer

14 Since we weru urmbie to determine accurately thesignal ), and J is the photon current .

overlap, G becomes an arbitrary constant and we meamwe relatiw, not Aolute, yields.

The photodmrption crma =tion, u, wu calculated using the following equation 1“1’

for electric dipole absorption fu from saturation. In this equation

(8)

1
aC=—

137.036’
(9)



(lo)

]< u I r ~1> I is the dipole moment matrix ●lement evaluated using the Gordon formula

(see reference 16, page 262),

gl=21+l,

is the degeneracy of the lower -tate, and

(11)

(12)

is the value d the center of the ~pectral line proffle, mmumed to be a caussian with half

width ●t half muimum of Aw.

The ●nergy resolution of the experiment is eetimated b7

6E = yEL[(@aina6a)a

where /3 and y ue the usual relatitictic

laboratory, a is the interaction @e, 6a

+ (/92+ L?com)@p/#?)a

puweters, EL is the

i, (13)

photon energy in the

is the laser dhrgonce in rdians, ud alp/p is

the fractiorml momentum ~pread of the particle beu17. Then Aw is

Aw = 6E/2h, (141

Equation (8) WMusad to computed the photosbsorption crom sections for different

/ aubctatea of the lower

the croat oection~ were

stste, Auuming M equal distribution of the excited states with 1,

●veraged to give ● ●ctimste of the total cross tection. This was

necemmy since our ●xperimenkl resolution wu not fine enough to

I{ifferent I cubststea of s given principal quuttum number n. We

10
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determine the relstive yields of the excited states of hydrogen at the laser interception. To

●stimate the yields at the foil we mapped the magnetic field perpendic&r to the particle

beam aiong the beam line, This field varied between 0.4 gaum and 3.0 gsum aloug the

be~m line with the exception of the first bending magnet where the field WM --200 gauss.

This magnetic field transforms to an electric field in the rent frune of the ●tom according

to the equstion (in S1 units)

E=yvx B. (15)

The motional electric field caumm the normal hydrogenic states to evolve into quui-

statile Stark state- which can be considered u linear combination of the field-free sttted”.

The effect i~ to mix the components of different 1 substat~ for ● given n which have the

ssme m, due. This Stuk-mixing, depending on the electric field ttrength, miters the

mean Iifetim- of all 1 substatea. Knowing the motional electric field for AU the regiom

along the beun line, the meam lifetime

the foil’s position wu e~timmted by

of s given d-te wu cahhted, ●nd the yield d

(16)

where Nf is the yield ●t

are the usual relativistic

the fcd)s poeition, NJ ic the yield ●t the luer’~ position, 7 ●nd /3

puametera, c ic the speeu of light in vacuum, z, ●re the lengths

of different region~ along the beam line where the field was assumed to be constant, and

r, me the calculated meui lifetime~ for the measured motiond electric fields.

The carbon foil

measuring the ●nergy

thicknesses were meaauied using a-ranging. This method involved

loss of monoenegetic a psrticles pwing through a foil, Thit energy

11



Ioas waa then used to determine the thickness of the foil. We performed our me~urements

three times, ●nd the r~ults were in agreement with the foil manufacturer’s claim of 5.070

uncertainty in the foil thickneae.

Figure 3 shows the re!ative yields of n=2,3,4 at 581 MeV after leaving the foil.

yields of n=2,3,4 ●re not normalised to each other, since we lacked Iuer intensity

The

data

for different anglea in the interaction

arbitrary relative to each other. This

region. Therefore, the three y-ues in figure 3 are

problem wu tied for the second expe~imenti The

dsta points were fit to quation (5), and the best fits ue plotted u the oolid curves in

figure 3 showing ● significant deviation from the experimental points. Thit su~ts ●

more complex mechanhm is responsible for producing these excited ctates r-ther than the

simple model considered

chows how the thickness

here. The reeultc of the fits are summarhed in table 1 which

for muimum yield i~ increasing nonlinedy with the principal

quantum number n. The cross sections for the destruction and formation

states of neutral hydrogen decre~ with incre~ing n u seen from treble 1,

of the ●xcited

Figure 4 shows the r-tio O( n=3/n=2 and n=</n=2 yields illustrating the 4epenclence

of these ratios on the thicknem of the foils, The increase in the mtio of n=3 =d n=4 otmtet

with thickness suggtits thst ●toms produced in ● lower ttste can be promoted to s higher

excited stste through multiplo coihiom in the foil.

The yield of n=2 for the cubon foils wu also measured at 226 MeV which shows

the exiccence of podble periodic ~cillations in the yield ●s

~hown in the top plot in figure 5, This p:ot it the weighted

A function of foil thicknms as

average of two different run~,

The data were again fitto ●qustion (5) which is the solid curve in figure 5. The results of

the fit ●re summsnsed in table 1, il.luctr~ting how the thickne~t for the muimum yield of

la



n= 2 states increases with energy. This is expected since the .mme foil looks t bicker in the

atom’s frame for lower energies, that is, the atom takes longer to paao through the same

foil at a lower ●nergy. The bottom plot was constructed by taking the difference between

the ●xperimental points and the fitted curve, and the resulting data were mnoothed to filter

out the high frequency noise. The resulting curve is shown by the dsshed curve in figure

5. The smoothed curve is periodic with A= 1500 A.This providee come evidence that aU

the ●toms in ● foil interact sirnultammudy with the moving icn, leading to s coherent

●xcitation of the ionl’.

The yieldc of n=2 and u=3 were aleo rnewured for ● tilting Formvur foil d 226 MeV.

The n=3 yield WM meseured over two runs wherein the first run we changed the tflt sngle

in order from 8 = 0“ to # = 39°, =d for the second run we chauged the U@ rsndomly

to rule out My ayttermtic problems producing the festuree, The two runt were weraged

which is shown @ figure 6 along with the n=2 dats. The dst~ showc an unexplahd dip at

# = 12” for n=21 ●d mother dip ●t d = 15° for n=3 production. In scldition to the tilt of

the foil which makea tha exit surhce of the foil uymmetric fro~ tho moving stem’s point

of view, the effective thickneeo of the foil in:reuea with the incidence mgle accorchng to

(17)

where d is deflnd such 0=0 when the foil it pmpmcliculmr to the heami Th~ rmtio of n=fl

to n=2 yield io also ohown in figure 7 which ●gain exhibitu thot the yi~ld

with foil thickness u a fr-ction of n =2 yi~ld,



V. CONCLUSIONS

This work shows thmt procemea involved in the production of excited H“ atoms by

the passage of H- ions through thin foils me complex ●nd not Tell understood. Among the

questions raimd by these results is the possibility of coherent excitations of the H- ion by

the foil where all the atoms in the foil interact simultaneously with the ion. The data also

show that the yield( n=3,4)/yield( n=2) increases with foil thicknem perhaps implying that

multiple collisions occur within the foil. The data taken ●t 226 MeV for the carbon foil-

aho ohow ● periodic deviation from * simple yield curve emphubi,ng a poetible coherent

●xcitation mechsnisrn. The yields of n=2 and n=3 ue in agreement with s power lSW, but

the distribution depends on the foil thickness.
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Table Captions

1. Results of the best fits of ●quation (5) to the yields of excited states for the carbon

foils where n is the prinipal quantum number, and z~a, is the computed thickness

for maximum yield,

18



Figure C’aptiona

‘. %hematico fexperimentala pparatus.

2, Tlleelectron spectrometer netsignd shotiug t$en=3to n=15trasiticn fora3OOO-

A thick carbon foil at 226 MeV. The x-da is ths Imer photon energy in the atom’s

rest frame. The solid line is the best fit of the data paints to ● gaucsian function.

The error bars are statistical only.

3. Relative yields of ●xcited 581- MeV Ho atoms with principal quantum numbers n =

2, 3, 4. The solid lines are the best fits of quatiou (5) to the data points. The yields

of n=2,3,4 ue not normnlised to each other so tha$ the y-uee are arbitrary. The

error bum are utati~tical only.

4, Yields of H’*(n=3) ●nd a0*(n=4) divided by E“”(n=2). The solid line is obtained

by three point smoothing of datm points for Yield(n=3)/Yield( n=2) to :uide the

●ye through the dmta points. The dashed line i~ the mmotkd data points for

Yield(n=4)/Yield( n=2). The primuy H- beam energy wae 581 MeV. The error

bus are atatistical only.

5, The top plot is the rektive yield of 226 Me V H“” ●tome with principal qumttum

number n=2. The solid line is the best fit of the data point. to equation (5). The

bottom plot is obtained by subtracting thc flttcd yieldc from the expaimental vnlues.

The duhed line it ● result of amoot hing the resulting data points, ‘1’IIcwror bars

●e Ststittical only.

6. Relative yieldc of 226. Mev Ho-( n=2,3). The solid and daehed lines are obtained by

smoothing the dat~ points. The x-axis is the ●ngle of ● lWJ .\ Formvu foil which

10



is varied by rotating the foil about M axis perpendicular to the beam direction from

#=(l”to #=39” wherefore?= 0° the plane of the foil is perpendicular to the beam

direction, The error bars are again statistical only.

7. Yield of H“*(n=3) divided by H“”(n=2). The solid line is the rerult of ~moothing

the data points. The ●nergy of the primary H- beam wu 226 MeV. The data pointm

are statistical only.



Table 1.

2 581 6.529E-19 3.585E-19 1792.0
3 581 2.981E-19 3.585E-19 2688.0
4 581 1.904E-19 3,585E-19 3312.0
2 226 5.024E-19 2.477E-18 711.0
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